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The unitary highest weight modules of a semisimple Lie group G have 
been classified [S, 93. Unfortunately this classification does not fit well with 
a more general picture of the unitary dual of G. We give such a 
classification for G a classical group, using derived functors and the 
philosophy of unipotent representations. In particular these representations 
are associated to coadjoint orbits of G. 
Let 8, = Lie(G), 0 a Cartan involution of 6 = 8, @C. A derived 
functor module is defined by the data q = I + u a O-stable parabolic sub- 
algebra of 0, and 17 an irreducible unitary representation of L, the 
stabilizer of L in G. Considering Z7 as a representation of I, write Z7= (A, rc) 
where A E c* (c = center of I, * denotes dual), and rt = Z7l r,,,, . We define 
A(& rc) = &(,I, rc) (cf. Definition 6.1). Now fix n: and vary 1. Under certain 
restrictions on I, which amount to a positivity condition on the 
corresponding bundle over G/L, A(I, rr) is known to be irreducible and 
unitary. As II varies within this range the Langlands parameters of A(A, rr) 
vary smoothly. However, one cannot obtain all unitary highest weight 
modules under these restrictions. 
The orbit method suggests how to obtain the remaining unitary highest 
weight modules. The modules A(& rr) are associated to coadjoint orbits as 
follows. If rc is trivial we say A(]“, rr) is associated to the elliptic orbit 
0 = G. II. Not all unitary highest weight modules may be obtained with rc 
trivial, an example of which is the oscillator representation of $(2n, R) 
(the metapletic group). We define 2n irreducible unitary highest weight 
modules rc,+ (1 < j< n) of Sp(2n, R), and a single such representation rr, for 
SU(p, q). These are associated to nilpotent coadjoint orbits G. yj, and are 
unipotent representations in the philosophy of [3]. Following [S] we take 
these as “basic cases.” Thus every irreducible unitary highest weight module 
of G may be realized as A(& rr) for 7c trivial or a unipotent representation 
of L. The $(2n,R) module A(I~,n,*) (Lz U(1)“-k~S>(2(n-k),R)) is 
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associated to the orbit through 1+ yi (Jordan decomposition), similarly for 
WPY 4). 
Starting with this as a philosophy one obtains a natural collection of 
orbits to consider, and in turn a set of modules A(& rr), rc trivial or a 
unipotent representation of L, which a technical condition relating 2 and rc. 
This is weaker than the aforementioned condition. The main result is 
Theorem 1.9, which says under these conditions A(A, 7~) is an irreducible 
unitary highest weight module, and all such modules are obtained in this 
manner. 
The main part of the proof consists in showing A(,$ n) is irreducible (see 
Section 3). We do this algebraically using the translation functors and the 
U, construction of [ 121. In Section 4 we compute the highest weights of 
(A(1, n)}, and verify that this set is the same as the list of highest weights 
of unitary representations of G given in [5]. As this paper was being 
prepared the unitarity results of [ 13, 171 appeared. These apply to the 
modules A(1, n) we consider (aside from this we have no independent 
proof of unitarity). Thus Theorem 1.9 provides a proof of unitarity for 
highest weight modules independent of [S] or [9]. It falls short of a com- 
plete proof in that it does not show certain modules are not unitary. 
The conditions on 1 and rc in Theorem 1.9 generalize to other settings 
and give collections of unitary representations. These occur naturally in the 
restriction of the oscillator representation [ 1 ] and in L’(G/H) for G/H 
symmetric [4, 111. In Section 5 we discuss the unipotent representations in 
more detail. 
A form of these results holds for G z SO(n, 2). However, the statements 
become more cumbersome and the calculations are more in the spirit of the 
exceptional groups, so we omit this case. 
A related irreducibilty result has been proven independently by 
J. Bernstein and D. Vogan. It is a pleasure to thank David Vogan for his 
generous assistance on this project. 
1 
Let G be a classical connected non-compact simple Lie group which has 
unitary highest weight representations. Let K be a maximal compact sub- 
group of G; then G/K has Hermitian structure, and the center of K is one- 
dimensional. Thus G is isomorphic to Sp(2n, R), SU(p, q), SO*(2n), or 
SO,(n, 2). 
Throughout this paper G will denote SU(p, q), SO*(2n), or the 
connected twofold cover S3(2n, R) of Sp(2n, R). We omit SO,(n, 2) to 
avoid unduly complicating the statments. Fix K a maximal compact sub- 
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group of G, with corresponding Cartan involution 0. Let (? be the univer- 
sal cover of G. 
The classification of unitary highest weight representations of G is given 
as follows [S, 91. For each irreducible representation of the semisimple 
part of K, there is a one-parameter family of irreducible unitary highest 
weight modules of G: 
continuous spectrum 
isolated points 
- 
I discrete series 
The number of isolated points is finite, and each corresponding represen- 
tation factors to G (this motivates our choice of G above). The continuous 
spectrum is called the analytic continuation of the discrete series. 
Our main result, Theorem 1.9, provides an alternative description of the 
unitary highest weight representations of G. 
We fix some standard notation. Let 8, be the Lie algebra of G, 
8 = 6, @C, similarly t, and f, etc. Write (5 = f @ ‘$3, the Cartan decom- 
position given by 0. Letting R< be the center of f,, write ‘$ = ‘$’ @‘gp- 
where ‘j3* is the +i-eigenspace of ad i. Fix a Cartan subalgebra t of both f 
and 8. All roots will be with respect to t, so we write A(@) = A(@, t), the 
set of roots of 6 with respect to t. If CI E d(Q), (Fi’ is the corresponding root 
space. If b?t is a sum of root spaces, write d(t))= {a~A(8)18’gf)j. For 
b a reductive subalgebra containing t, A+(b) a choice of positive roots, let 
Pw=tLd(,,, a.Ifbsatisfiesrx~A(b)~-cc~d(h),letp(b)=~~:,,,,,,a. 
Fix A+(f) s A(f), and let b, be the corresponding Bore1 subalgebra of f. Let 
( , ) be the killing form on Q or 8*; and for CI, j E A(B) let (c(, /I) = 
2(a, /?)/(/I, /I). We work in the category of (6, K) modules. 
A highest weight module n for G is by definition a (8, K) module with a 
vector annihilated by a Bore1 subalgebra b of 6. If x is not linite-dimen- 
sional then necessarily b = 6, @ ‘$I or b = b,@ $8’ (for some choice of b,). 
We call such a module holomorphic or antiholomorphic, respectively. We 
restrict consideration to holomorphic representations to which the 
antiholomorphic ones are dual. 
We obtain the irreducible unitary holomorphic representations as 
derived functor modules. Let q = I + u be a e-stable parabolic subalgebra of 
8 [15], L? t. Let W be an (I, Ln K) module. Let C,,(,,) be the one-dimen- 
sional representation of I defined by p(u). Let L be the stabilizer of 1 in G. 
Then c,,,, , defines a one-dimensional representation of the twofold cover of 
L; in our applications (by our choice of G), C,,,,) factors to L. That is, CP,,,) 
is an (1, L n K) module. Let f’ be the ith right derived functor of the K- 
finite functor [ 15, Definition 6.2.111. 
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1.1. DEFINITION. R:(W) = Ti(Hom,,,,,(U(B), W@CP(,,,)), i=O, 1, 2 ,.... 
See [ 15, Definition 6.3.11. However, our p-shift is different. If necessary 
we specify 8 by writing (RT)‘( W). Identify infinitesimal characters for I or 
(li with (Weyl group orbits of) elements of t* as usual. If W has 
infinitesimal character (the W(1, t) orbit of) x,+,E t*, then R;( W) has 
infinitesimal character (the W(Q, t) orbit of) xw. (Our p-shift was chosen 
to have this hold.) 
In most situations we will let i = s = def dim(u n I). We write R”,(W), here 
s implicitly depends on q. 
Now q is given by an element 1 E J-1 t,*: 
1.2. DEFINITION. Given A E J-1 t$, let 
I(A)=t+ 1 6”, u(A)= 1 8”, q(i) = I(A) + u(i). 
(z,i)=O (z,i)>0 
Then ;1 defines a one-dimensional representation C, of I; assume C, lifts 
to L. Write I = I,@ I,, where for L, and L,, the corresponding subgroups 
of G, L, is compact and no factor of L, is compact. Let 7c be an 
(I,, L, n K) module. Then (A, x) naturally defines an (1, L n K) module. 
Our principle object is: 
1.3. DEFINITION. A(%, 7~) = R&(1,, 7~) (recall s = dim(u n f)). 
1.4. DEFINITION. (A, n) is integral if for any t-weight y of 7c, 
A. + y + p(u n p) - p(u n f) is the weight of a finite-dimensional represen- 
tation of K. 
By [15, Theorem 6.3.121, the K-types of A(1, z) have the form (identify- 
ing K-modules with their highest weights) 
p==++++P(unP)-dunf)+ C nflB n,, non-negative integers 
[StA(unp) y a t-weight of 7~. 
(1.5) 
Given q, we choose systems of positive roots as follos. Choose 
d+(f)zd(unf) 
A+(l)~A+(f)nA(I). 
Then let A+(6) = A+(I) u A(U). 
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1.6. DEFINITION. q is holomorphic if LI n p E p +. 
1.7. LEMMA. Let x be a holomorphic representation of I (with respect to 
I n p + ), and q be holomorphic. Then any irreducible constituent X of Rb(A, n) 
is holomorphic. 
Proof: Since 7c is holomorphic, q is holomorphic, and by (1.5) there 
exists r E R such that for all K-types p of X, - i(p, 0 > r (recall [ E center of 
f). Choose p minimizing -i(p, c), and u a d +(f) highest weight vector of 
this K-type. Then u is annihilated by b, @ p-. 
The modules A(& rc) are associated to coadjoint orbits G in Q*. We 
identify 8* with 8 via the Killing form. If rr is the trivial representation we 
say A(]., rc) is associated to the orbit through ,/-1 A. 
If n is non-trivial, with one exception (for $(2n, R)), z is associated to a 
nilpotent orbit L, y of L,. Then (with I, 4 03) A(& 7~) is associated to the 
orbit through J-11” +y (Jordan decomposition). We briefly describe y 
and rc; we will be more precise in Section 4. 
If G z ,$(2n, R), then 1 n z 6p(2k, R). With symplectic form given by 
L!‘, A), 1 < j<k, let 
Y, = 
0 
0 
1 / 
\ . . 
0 
0 
0 
E Gp(2k, R). 
In 4.6 we associate two irreducible unitary holomorphic representations rc,* 
of Sp(2k, R) to yi. Furthermore, we define rrk’, , which is not associated to 
a nilpotent orbit. This is not a serious point but done only for convenience 
(cf. 1.10(c) and Section 5). 
If G z SU(p, q), I, is a sum of algebras GU(r, s), r d s. With Hermitian 
form of signature (r, s) given by 
let 
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YI= 
i i 
0 0 
0 0 
+ 
-i -i 
0 0 
0 0 
I . . 
I 0 
> 
I 
, 
I Y 
I r 
If r + s is even we associate an irreducible unitary holomorphic represen- 
tation 7cc1 of SU(r, s) to yI (see 4.13). 
1.8. DEFINITION. A unipotent holomorphic representation of &2k, R) 
or SU(r, s) is 7ci+ or X, as above. 
We extend this in the obvious way to groups given as a product of 
groups of this form. 
We do not consider any holomorphic representations of SO*(2n) to be 
unipotent. 
In the W(I) orbit in t* defining the infinitesimal character of 71, choose xn 
to be d +(I) dominant. 
1.9. THEOREM. Let Gz $(2n, R), SU(p, q), or SO*(2n). Let (;I, 7~) 
satisfy 
(I ) 1 E ,/-r t,*; letting q(A) = I(1) + u(1), assume q(1) is holomorphic 
(Definitions 1.2 and 1.6); 
(2) 7c z trivial representation or a unipotent representation of L,; 
(3) (1,x) is integral, and 
(~+P(l)-x,>~)>o VixELl(ll). 
Then for i#s, R$,,(l, n) =O, and A(& 71) = R;SJ;l, 7~) is an irreducible 
unitary holomorphic representation of G. Any irreducible unitary holomorphic 
representation is isomorphic to some A(& TC), 1, TZ satisfying (1 ), (2), (3). 
We prove this in Sections 3 and 4. 
1.10. Notes. (a) If 71 is trivial, (3) becomes (2 + p(l,), a) >O. If, further- 
more, 1, is abelian this condition is guaranteed by the definition of u. 
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(b) For G z SU(p, q), the unipotent representation rc, (hence all 
unitary holomorphic representations) is in fact isomorphic to R; (A, trivial) 
for some A (2 not satisfying condition (3)). Hence all unitary holomorphic 
representations may be so obtained; here strict inequality is replaced by 
weak inequality in condition (3) on a case by case basis. See Section 5. 
(c) This is similar to (b). For GZ $(2n, R), x,+ @lc,- (2 d idn) 
may be realized as some R&E,, rc), (J, X) satisfying equality in (3). Further- 
more, n,‘, I ~,4(1,7r,‘_i) for I(i)~u(1)@6p(2(n- l), C), (j*, 7c,f-,) satisfy- 
ing equality in (3). See Section 5. Replacing rc,:+ 1 by A(]., rc,:_ , ) wherever it 
occurs we see that z,:+ , and A(,X, x,‘+ , ) are associated to coadjoint orbits. 
Again condition (3) is replaced with weak inequality in some cases. 
(d) The modules in the analytic continuation of the discrete series 
are readily obtained as derived functor modules. Let q = f + p +, 6 an 
irreducible R module which we consider as 6 E f*. The analytic con- 
tinuation consists of modules n(S) = def U(6) @l,,f+p+ ,(6) such that this is 
irreducible. On the other hand. 
(e) The modules A()., 7~) are clearly not distinct. For example, if q = 
1, @ 1, c I;@ 1, = q’, by induction by stages the same module may be 
obtained from q or q’. Also if i’= M’L, MJE W(t), then A(& n) 2 A()*‘, rc) 
(identifying L, and L’,,). If we assume ;C is d’(I) dominant and 1, is abelian, 
we eliminate these obvious repetitions. We are left with a few overlaps 
which could be eliminated by replacing (3) with a more complicated (and 
case by case) condition. 
(f) Condition (3) does not imply that A(1, n) has regular 
infinitesimal character, nor that the expected lowest K-type of A(,?, n) is 
dominant (cf. Section 4). 
2 
We prove Theorem 2.17 on the irreducibility of derived functor modules. 
In Section 3 we apply this to the modules described in Theorem 1.9 to 
prove they are irreducible. In Section 4 we identify the resulting set of 
modules with the known list of unitary holomorphic representations. 
The material in this section is in principle simple though technically 
complicated. We recommend that the reader consider Example 2.6 which 
embodies all of the main ideas. 
Let G, K, etc., be as in Section 1. Let q = I+ u be a &stable parabolic 
subalgebra of (li, (1, rc) as given following Definition 1.2. We assume (2, n) 
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is integral. Choose A+(f), A+(I), and A + (6) as given following 
Definition 1.4, and xn as given immediately preceding Theorem 1.9. Assume 
(A. + A,, a) > 0 Va E A(u). (2.1) 
Then Rb(& rc) = 0 if i# s, and A(& n) = R”(I, rc) is irreducible and non- 
zero [ 16, Theorem 5.31. Condition 2.1 implies the infinitesimal character 
( = (2 + x,)) is singular only on the roots (of I) on which xn is singular. For 
example, if rr is trivial (2.1) implies A + xn is regular. We need to weaken 
condition (2.1). We state this for q a maximal parabolic with I, abelian; this 
may then be applied inductively (by induction by stages). This is the 
technique of Section 4. 
We need some terminology. See [ 12, 193 for details. 
Let X be a (8, K) module with (generalized) infinitesimal character 
Let*. Assume i is A + = A + (8) dominant and regular. Let A j. = 
{CIE A( (1, a) E Z}, the integral root system defined by A. Let 
A + = A + n A,, and n, the corresponding set of simple roots. 
Given c1 E JZ,, define Y=(X) as the “translation of X to the a-wall” [ 12, 
p. 683. This is a (8, K) module with infinitesimal character L’, which 
satisfies (A’,a)=O and for fl~Z7;, /?#a, (,?‘,/?)=(&/I). If X is 
irreducible Y,(X) is irreducible or zero. Similarly define @, to be the trans- 
lation functor from E,’ to 2 as in [12]. 
In our applications a will be a simple root of A+ (not only A:). Let E, 
be the fundamental weight of A + defined by cc Then A’ = A - (i, cr ) E,. 
Following [12, Definition 3.31, define the r-invariant of X: r(X) = 
{cdIT,I !iqX)=O}. w  e extend these definitions slightly. If I is singular we 
may define Yy, and z(X) as above. Note that if (I*, a) = 0 then Y’,X= X, so 
a$ r(X). Furthermore if c1,, CI* ,..., C(,E I7,, we have 
2.2. DEFINITION. Yu,,.,,,...,,“(X) = Yy,, 0 Yx2 0 . . 0 YJX). 
This is independent of the order of {a,}. 
Suppose X is irreducible with regular infinitesimal character 2, and 
a E f(X) =def {a~Z7~,Ia$r(X)}. Define U,=U,(X) as in [12, 
Definition 3.81. Thus Qr Y,(X) has a composition series consisting of two 
copies of X, and U,. 
Furthermore, suppose fl E r(X), (/I, a) # 0, and LX, /I have the same length. 
Then [ 12, Theorem 3.101 Yyp( U,) is irreducible. 
Thus the module Ui*;P described in the following definition exists (is non- 
zero) and is unique. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Given c( E ?(X), /?E r(X) as above, UoriB is the unique 
irreducible constituent of U, satisfying YI,( U,,,) # 0. 
More generally, 
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2.4. LEMMA. Let X be irreducible with regular infinitesimal character 1. 
Consider aEZ(X). Let the compfement Z(X) of z(X) in 17, be Z(X) = 
{a=a,, a , ,..., a,}. Choose fl E II,, /I, a having the same length. Let 
U, = U,(X). Suppose 
(1) (a,a;)=O, i= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(2) (p, a) # 0 (in particular j E t(X)). 
(3) (P.ai)=O, i= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Then @PD.,, ,12.,,,,ln( U,) is irreducible and non-zero. 
Conversely suppose {a = aO, a I ,..., a,}, /? are any set of roots satisfying 
(l), (2), and (3). Suppose !pt,% ,,._.. (U,)#O. Then ao, al,..., a,E?(J’). The 
picture is 
Proof This follows immediately from [ 121. 
Hence we make the following 
2.5. DEFINITION. In the setting of Lemma 2.4, define U,:,, ,,,_,, In to be the 
unique irreducible constituent of U, satisfying Y,,, ,,.,. J U,:,, ,,,,,, J # 0. 
Thus given X satisfying Yy,,,,,,,,,,,n (X) # 0 we obtain an irreducible module 
U satisfying the same condition with a0 replaced by /?: Yy,,,, ,,,,.J U) # 0. 
We will be using translation functors for both Q and 1; we distinguish 
them by writing Y and $, respectively. 
Now let q = q,,, = I+ u be a maximal e-stable parabolic subalgebra of (si 
subject to the condition that 1, is abelian. Thus I= 1, @l,, 1, G t is one- 
dimensional. Let 71 be an irreducible (I,, L, n K) module. Choose A0 E I,* 
such that (Lo, rr ) is integral and satisfies (2.1). (This is clearly possible.) 
Thus A(A,, rc) is irreducible and non-zero. We seek to deform A0 such that 
(2.1) fails, and study reducibility of the resulting modules. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. Let G z Sp(2n, R), given by form (_“,, $). Choose coor- 
dinates (a,, a2 ,..., a,,) for to 
(a,, a2,..., a,) = 
-a, 
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Then A( p + ) = ,/ - 1 (ei + ei) 11 < i, j < n} (the usual notation). Choose 
d+(t)= {fi(e,-e,)I 1 <i<j<n}. Identify t* with t via e,+-+(O,..., 
l,..., 0) (1 in the ith place). 
Let qmax = q(fi( 1, 0 ,..., 0)). Thus I = 1, @I,, 1, z Gp(2(n - 1 ), C), and 
I,=((,-,O,...,O)lz~C}ct. Furthermore, d(u)=(~(e,~ej)lld~~nj. 
Let n be trivial. Let A = fi(.x, 0 ,..., 0) E I,*, x E R, x > 0. Choose A”(l) = 
{G(ej+ei)12<i<j<rz}. Then x.=fl(O,n- l,n-2,..., l), and 
A(il, rc) has infinitesimal character fi(x, n - l,..., 1). Thus 1 is integral if 
and only if x E N, and satisfies (2.1) if and only if x 3 n. So let 1, = 
fl(~, 0, O,..., 0). Thus A(&, rr) is irreducible and has highest weight 
~“+p(urrp)-p(“nf)=,/--l(n+ 1, 1, l)...) 1). 
We deform 1 by varying x from n down to 1. Let %, = 
JT(n- i, 0, 0 ,..., 0), 0 6 i < n - 1. Note that for i > 1, (i,, rc) fails (2.1) and 
&+ xn is singular. Let X, = A(%,, n). We will prove Xi is irreducible, 
O<i<n- 1. 
Label the Dynkin diagram of A+(B): 
aj=JT(e,-e,,,), i=l,..., n-l;~,~=&i2e, 
Let Z7, = {M i ,..., cr,,}, the simple roots for A+(B). 
In Table 2.7 the infinitesimal character yi of A’; is taken to be A +(Q) 
dominant, and is conjugate to I.,+ xn. The s-invariant is defined with 
respect to A+(Q), and is equal to {a~Z7~1(a,y,)=O} (ial). 
Thus varying J. corresponds to varying the r-invariant of X, along the 
Dynkin diagram. This is allowed until a long root is reached (or in general 
a root in i(a), which in this case is empty). We keep track of this induc- 
tively via U,. 
TABLE 2.7 
Infinitesimal Highest weight 
A, character of X, of x, 7(X,) 
1,) = J-l@, 0 . . ...) Jz(n. n- l,..., 1) Jqn+ 1. l,..., 1) “I 
1, = &i(n - 1, 0 . . . . . 0) Jqn-l,n-b-2 . . . . . 1) J-l(rL l,.... 1) al 
iz = J-r(n - 2, o,.... 0) J-r@ - 1, n - 2, n - 2 (..., 1 ) J-l+ 1, l,.... 1) x2 
i,=Jqn:i.o )...) 0) Jz( .._) n - i ,.... 1 ) JT(,l--i+ I, I...., 1) r, 
i,~-, =J-r((l.O,...,O) J-l+ I,.... 1: I) J-l((3. 1,:.., 1) ; ,,-, 
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It is convenient to consider lj + xn as the infinitesimal character of Xi 
(rather than conjugating this to be A+(B) dominant). Now y, = li+ xn = 
&l(n-i,n-l,n-2 ,..., 1). These lie in successive Weyl chambers: 
Y&p nl , (2.8) 
Here bi is a conjugate of CI,. Thus it is necessary to introduce several 
systems of positive roots. 
We return to the general situation. Given q,,,, choose positive roots 
A + (6) = A + (1) u A(u) as before. Given rr, choose A, E I,* such that (&, rc) 
satisfies (2.1). Thus in particular I., + xn is A + (6) dominant (but possibly 
singular on roots of I). We define several sets of roots: 
2.9. DEFINITION. 
Z7,= {simple roots of A+(6)), 
nb= (simple roots of A+(l)), 
5(7r)= (ccEz7~I~$T(7r)), 
s,= .(zEn;I(a,x,)=O}. 
Label the Dynkin diagram of no: 
(These are the Dynkin diagrams which arise for our G.) We may and do 
assume a, 4 d(1). Thus we may enumerate the above sets as follows: 
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(2.11) 
We choose the ordering on {y,} such that yi is to the left of y,: if i < j 
and letting yi= q, yi= cq, then k < 1. Similarly for {/I,}. 
2.12. DEFINITION. If Y(rr) = {/I, ,..., pm} # (zr, define t by b1 = at, and let 
r=t-2. That is, choose r such that /I, =c(,+~. If Z(rr)=q5, let r=n, n- 1 
or n - 2 if U, is of type A,,, C,, , or D,,, respectively. 
Thus we have the following picture: 
ES(X) E 5(n) (2.13) 
We conjugate this entire picture to get the Weyl chambers of diagram 
(2.8). For 2 < i6n let w~=s,,s,;..s,,~, E W(6) (s,~ = reflection through cli). 
Let wO = w  i = identity. 
2.14. DEFINITION. For i d n, 
ni= w,n,= {cc{, Lx; )...) a;} 
IU 
n;=wJ$= (ct;,m;;.., tq,..., cc;} (aj deleted: czj $ d(l)) 
IU 
?(7c) = (pj )..., p;} 
NJ 
s; = wis, = {yj,..., y)}. 
Here c$ = w,cr,, etc. Note we do not index Z(rr) by i; ?(rc) implicitly 
depends on a choice of positive roots for d(l). Note that for id r, yj= yi, 
8; = pi for all j. Also c$ = ai if i < j. 
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2.15. DEFINITION. For 1 < i < n, let li be the unique element of I,* 
satisfying (Ai, a:) = 0. In particular for 1 < i 6 r, Ai + xn is Z7,-dominant, and 
f(n)= {Yl, Yz,.., Y,} 
(aE17,1(a,%;+Xn)=O}={a;,B,,8, ,... ,P,}. 
(2.16) 
Recall that the translation functors !P% depend on a choice of positive 
roots (for which a is simple). We write Yy,l, Y,, yL yz ,,,,y,, etc., defined with 
respect to 17,. Furthermore, we write Y,;,;, for”ul,:,,,,,.,,,,;,~, and similarly 
Y a:./?. 
2.17. THEOREM. Given q = qmax, (A,, x) satisfying (2.1) us above, and Y 
given by Definition 2.12. Assume i < r. Then, with ,Ii given by 2.15, 
(1) R$&, n)=O, j#s, 
(2) A(ni, 7~) = R”,(ni, 71) is irreducible. 
The modules (A(ni, X) 1 1 6 i 6 r} are all zero or all non-zero. 
The proof is inductive, based on the following lemma. 
2.18. LEMMA. Let q(&, z), i6 r, and 1, be as in Theorem 2.17. Assume 
(1) R/,(4, xl = yrreducible or o 
i 
if j#s 
if j=s. 
(2) There exists integral (I’, n’) such that I.’ +x,, is regular and 
dominant with respect to ITi, such that 
Y+[R$‘, 70)] = R$;, 71) Vj. 
Then for j#s, R<(ni+ ,, n) = 0, and A(n;+ 1, 7~) is irreducible or zero 
respectively if A(,I,, 7~) is irreducible or zero. 
Furthermore, for i < r - 1 there exist I-” and 7t” satisfying the conditions of 
the lemma with i + 1 in place of i. 
Proof of Lemma. Let W, be the (I, L A K) module (A’, 70). This has ni- 
dominant regular infinitesimal character 1’ + xx,. 
Let 5, = A’+ x+, t2 = t1 -(t,, a;) E,:, (E,: defined with respect to ni). 
Thus Y’,: = YE:. Let 
wll = II/:$ w, )3 (2.19) 
wz = l+b~~‘( W,). (2.20) 
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(Recall that $ is the translation functor for 1; since ai 4 d(l), I,$,: is not 
defined. ) 
This is the notation of [15, Proposition 7.4.3a]. Recall that we have a 
different p-shift in the definition of R,. It is immediate that the conditions 
of this proposition hold, and we obtain the long exact sequence (dropping 
the subscript q) 
... +R’(W,)+Y’:;(R’(W,,))-+R’(W,)+R’+’(W,)--) ... (2.21) 
Using [IiS, 7.4.11, we obtain 
Y&R/( W,)) = YYf;(R’(II/:;W,)) = Y~:Y~i(R’(W,))=~~:Y’,:R’(W,)). 
(2.22) 
First assume R”(A,, n) #O. By assumptions (1) and (2), R”( W,) has a 
unique irreducible constituent X satisfying Y+(X) # 0. Then Y+(X) = 
R”(I,, n). By Lemma 2.4, CD,; Y,;!R”( IV,)) contains a unique irreductble con- 
stituent U = U,;;,, +, .? ,,.... ym satisfying yl,+,J U) # 0. 
Furthermore, for j # s suppose @=; Yl:(R’( IV,)) contains a constituent X 
satisfying YE,+, ,J X) # 0. Now ai+,~~(~)~d+(l), so by [15, 
Proposition 7.4.1 J, for all j, Y,+,(R’(W,))= R’(IC/,+,W,)=O. Thus X is a 
constituent of U,+,(Rj( W,)). By the converse part of Lemma 2.4 this 
implies Y+( R’( IV,)) = R’(k,, Z) # 0, contradicting the assumptions. Hence 
Y .,+,,,~,:yY,:(R’(W,))=O (i#s). 
Finally, Y’,+,(R’( W,)) =0 for all j since cl;+, l 2(rc’)~d(l) and 
[15, 7.4.13. 
Inserting this information into (2.21) and applying the exact functor 
Y a,+,,Y we obtain 
... +O+O+ Ym,+,,JR’(W,))+O+ ..., j#;s (2.23) 
... +O+ Y%,+,(U)+ YU,,+,,,(R”(W,))+O+ ... (2.24) 
Thus yl/a,+,,y(W @‘J) is irreducible and non-zero if j= s, and zero 
otherwise. Furthermore, by [15, 7.4.11, Yv,,+,,,(Rj( W,)) z Rj(A,+ 1, ?i) for 
some module E, where 7~ = Il/:;(iz), for some v,, v2 d +(I) dominant. Apply- 
ing [ 15, 7.4.11 again we conclude Rj(li+ , , 71) itself is irreducible and non- 
zero if j = s, and zero otherwise. (With more care we could have obtained 
it=n.) 
This proves the first part of the lemma if R”(I, 71) # 0. If R”(I, n) = 0 the 
proof is exactly the same, with X = U = 0. 
For the second part, we have just concluded that assumption (1) holds 
with i+ 1 in place of i. Write W, = (,I”, El’). This has infinitesimal character 
A” + xri.. =s,(l’+ xnS) which is regular and ni+, dominant. Now 
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YXI+,,,(Rj( W,)) may not be isomorphic to R’(l;+ ,, n), however, as in the 
preceding paragraph, we may replace E” with rc” satisfying the 
requirements of the lemma. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2.17. We proceed by induction. Choose 71’ an 
irreducible (I, L n K) module such that $&rc’) = 71 (recall tiB = $p,,,.,,B,). 
Then choose 1’ such that (A’, rc’) satisfy (2.1) and Y&R”(I’, rt’)) = 
I?($&jl’, n’)) = I?‘(&, rc). Both these choices are possible by [ 121 or [ 191. 
Now YE,,,R-i(A’, 7~‘) = Y’,, R’(&, rc) = R/(2,, 7~). This is zero if j # s, and 
irreducible or zero ifj = s. This starts the induction. The lemma shows that 
if this holds for R”(li, rc) then it holds for R”(%;+ ], rr), i < r - 1. This proves 
the theorem. 
3 
We prove that the modules described in Theorem 1.9 are irreducible. The 
argument is inductive using Theorem 2.17. 
We reduce to the case when l,(A) is abelian. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let (A, 7~) be as in Theorem 1.9. Let A’=A+p(l,). Then 
l,(A’) is abelian and l,(A’) = l,(l). Furthermore, (A’, n’) satisfy conditions 
(l))(3) of Theorem 1.9 and A(& x)%,4(1’, I?). 
Proof The first claim is immediate. Noting that (/I, p&(l))) = 0 for /3 E 
d&(A)) we conclude l,(A) E [,(A’); by condition (3) we have the reverse 
inclusion, so [,(A’) = I,(A). Similarly, w(A’) n p = u(A) n p, so A’ satisfies (1). 
Condition (2) is unchanged. For (3) observe 
J. + PU(A)) - Xn = A+ PU,(~)) + P(l”(A)) -1, = 2’ + P(l(A’)) - 1,. 
Finally, A(& n) z A(A’, 71) by induction by stages [ 15, Corollary 6.3.101 
applied to the compact factors &(A’) s l,(A). This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1.9: Irreducibility. Given A(& n) satisfying the con- 
ditions of Theorem 1.9, we prove A(A, rc) is irreducible. 
By the preceding lemma, assume l,(A) is abelian. Then one sees by cases 
that l,(A) is simple, with the same type of root system as 8: e.g., 
6p(2k, C) c 6p(2n, C). We proceed by induction: we assume the theorem 
holds with L, in place of G, for all proper subgroups L, where q = 
(1, + 1,) + u is holomorphic and 1, is abelian. To start the induction note 
that if no such proper L, exist then Gz,!?$~, R), SU(1, 1)~ SL,(R), or 
S0*(4) E SU(2) x SL,(R) for which the theorem is true by inspection. 
Given q = I+ u as above, choose q,,, = I,,, + urnax 2 q; I,,, ~1, umaX G u. 
Let q, = I+ (u n I,,,), a parabolic subalgebra of I,,,. 
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Consider (Rk)j(1, n). We claim this satisfies conditions (l)-(3) of 
Theorem 1.9 (extended to cover L,,, which has a one-dimensional center; 
this plays no role). Now u n 1 max c w  so ( 1) holds and (2) holds trivially. 
Since l,(n) is abelian, (3) says (n+p(I,)--Xn, a) >O for all and. With 
I,,, and q, in place of I and q we require the same inequality for 
CI E d(u n l,,,) E d(u), so this holds. 
Thus by the inductive hypothesis (Rk)‘(& rr) = 0 if j# 6 = der 
dim(u n I,,, n f), and (Rk)6(A, rt is irreducible and non-zero. By induc- ) . 
tion by stages, 
R”,(1, TC)Z (R~ma,)“-6[(R~~)S(/l, TC)]. (3.2) 
Let X be the term in brackets in (3.2), and write X= (A’, rc’). Then 
(A’, rc’) is integral. It is enough to show (A’, n’) satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 2.17. This follows from a case by case argument; the amount of 
checking may be minimized as follows. 
First assume rc is trivial. Thus condition (3) of Theorem 1.9 becomes: 
(2, a) > 0 for all c( E A(u), this holds by the definition of u. We are given 
A+(l), choose A+&,,,) such that 1+x, is dominant (but perhaps 
singular). Then n’+x,,=A+x,=n+p(l), and this is the infinitesimal 
character of R’,,,.(X). Ch oose & satisfying (2.1): (2; +x,!, a) > 0 for all tL E 
A(u,,,). Let X0 = (&,, 7~‘). 
Now the sets I7,, U@, T(X), and S, of (2.11) are defined, as is Y by 
Definition 2.12. In particular recall z7,= {a,,a, )...) a,}a7@= 
{a,, a3,..., a,>. 
Suppose (a,, 2’ +x,,) > 0, then (2.1) holds and (RfJ(X) is irreducible 
so we are done. If (a,, A’+ x,,) ,<O then by integrality of (A’, rc’), condition 
(3) of Theorem 1.9, and a case by case check, (a;, A’+ I,,) =0 for some 
i < n. It is enough to show i < r. 
Suppose not: ai is to the right of some fij (including the possibility 
a, = pi) or ai is adjacent to b, to the left. In the first case suppose ai is to 
the right of pi but to the left of pi+,: 
*. ..- 
8, “. a, 8,+1 
NOW &-pie A(u). As in the preceding paragraph we see (e,, ,? + p(1)) = 0. 
Noting that #=af-Ckek, E~EA+(I), we have (fij--fl,, l+p(l))=(#, 
2 + p(I)) = ( -Ck sk, p(l)) < 0, contradicting la,i- bje A(u) and condition 
(3). In the second case, suppose ai is adjacent to /?i to the left. The 
argument is similar: y = aj or 1: = ai- pi (depending on the choice of 
A +(I,,,)) is contained in A(u) and satisfies (y, 2 + p(l)) = (y, A) = 0, con- 
tradicting (3). This completes the proof if rt is trivial. For rc a unipotent 
representation the proof is similar, and we omit the details. 
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4 
We prove any unitary holomorphic representation of G is isomorphic to 
A(,$ Z) for some (A, x). We simply compare the list of highest weights of 
the modules A(A, X) and of unitary representations as given in [S] or [9]. 
One computes the highest weight of A(%, 7~) as follows. Throughout this 
section highest weights for 6, f, or I will be defined with respect to A’(B), 
A + (f), or A +(I), respectively, which were fixed preceding Definition 1.6. 
The highest weight of A(),, Z) is equal to the highest weight of its (unique) 
lowest K-type. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Given (A, n), let 
t = A+ p(u n p) - p(u n f) -t (highest weight of 7c) E t*. 
If z is dominant with respect to A+(f), t is the highest weight of the 
lowest K-type of A(A, x). This is “generically” the case. 
If 5 is not dominant we use a generalized Blattner formula for A(A, 71) to 
obtain its lowest K-type. Let W be the Weyl group oft in f, P the partition 
function with respect to A(u n p). Let 6 be an irreducible K-module with 
highest weight 6 it*. In the following sum let YE t* run over (highest 
weights of) irreducible L n K modules. Let m( , ) denote the multiplicity of 
a K-type (respectively L n I()-type) in a (63, K) (resp. (I, L n K)) module. 
4.2. LEMMA. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.9, 
m(6, A(I, n)) = c m(y, n) 2 (- 1 )“““P(M’(fi + p(f)) 
Y WE w  
- CP(T)+P(un~)-p(unp)l-~-y). 
This follows directly from [ 15, Theorem 6.3.121. 
In any particular case it is straightforward to use Lemma 4.2 to compute 
the highest weight of A(A, x). 
Proof of Theorem 1.7: S$7(2n, R). Choose coordinates (a,, az,..., a,) for 
t, also A +(f), etc., as in Example 2.6. The highest weight of a holomorphic 
representation (i.e., the weight of a vector annihilated by 6, + p-) will be 
fi(a,,a,,...,a,), a,>a,a . ..a.20 
1 
a,eZ Vi 
(li E Z\+Z Vj. 
(4.3) 
Consider the reductive dual pair O(m) x ST(2n, R) c S>(2mn, R) [7]. 
This produces a bijection between certain irreducible representations of 
O(m) and certain irreducible unitary holomorphic representations of 
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S>(2n, R). As m varies, m = 1, 2, 3 ,..., this produces all such representations 
of $(2m, R) [7]. From [S] or [7] we read off the highest weights of 
unitary holomorphic representations of $(2n, R) (k E Z): 
(a) fital, a2,..., aj, k..., k), a,EZ;a,>k; j<k<n 
2k- j  
- 
(a’) -(al, a, ,..., aj, k + l,..., k + 1, k ,..., k) 
(same conditions as (a); also j < 2k -j 6 n) 
(b) ,/=C a,, a2 ,..., a,, k + 4 ,..., k + t), aieZ\$Z;aj>k+t, j<k<n 
Zk-/+ I 
(b’) fi(a,,a2 ,..., aj, k+$ ,..., k+i, k++ ,..., k+f) 
(same conditions as (b); also j < 2k - j + 1 d n). 
(4.4) 
The representations given in (a) and (a’) factor to Sp(2n, R), and those 
in (b) and (b’) are genuine representations of Sp(2n, R). These represen- 
tations have infinitesimal character: 
fl(a,-l,a,-2 ,..., aj-j,k-j-l,k-j-2 ,..., k-n) 
((a) or (a’)) 
&?(a,-l,a,-2 ,..., aj-j,k++-j-l,k+i-j-2 ,..., k+i--n) 
t(b) or @‘I). 
(4.5) 
The representations in (a) of (a’) arise from the above dual pair with 
m = 2k; for (b) or (b’) take m = 2k + 1. 
We now define the unipotent representation of rcf (see following 
Lemma 1.7). 
4.6. DEFINITION. rc,+ has highest weight (j/2, j/2 ,..., j/2) (j d n + 1). rc,: 
has highest weight 
j 
( 
j . “’ I+l,;+l)...) f+l/,J- )...) J 
22 2 > 
(j<n). 
Equivalently n,+ (resp. rc; if j # n + 1) corresponds to the trivial 
(resp. sgn) representation of O(j) in the reductive dual pair O(j) x 
S!(2nj, R), j < n + 1. In particular 7~: @ rc; z oscillator representation. 
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We discuss (z,* >, in particular zz+, , further in Section 5. 
We describe how to obtain each of the representations in (4.4) as 
A(A, n). First consider representations which factor to Sp(2n, R), i.e., let X 
(resp. X’) be the representation with highest weight given by (a) (resp. (a’)). 
Note that case (a’) does not arise ifj= k, as is “generically” the case. Then 
we may take 7c trivial: if A= fl(~, - 1, a, - 2 ,..., ak - k, 0 ,..., 0), 
A(1, trivial) has highest weight fi(~,, a2 ,..., ak, k ,..., k). 
Now suppose j<k. Then Xz:A(A,n), where n=fl(a,-l,O,O ,..., 0) 
and 7c has highest weight -(a, - 1, a3 - l,..., aj- 1, k - 1, 
k - l,..., k - 1) (for I n z Gp(2(n - I), C). If rc is unipotent or trivial we are 
done; otherwise apply the above process repeatedly to 1, and apply induc- 
tion by stages to obtain the Xc A(A, 7t), n unipotent, and one checks 
immediately that (1, 7~) satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 1.9. For example, 
if k < (n + j+ 1)/2, we may take 1” = fi(a, - 1, a2 - 2 ,..., a, - j, 0 ,..., 0), 
71%7c &- i, for 1, 22 Gp(2(n -j), C). 
Replacing n: by zn, we get the representations occurring in case (a’). 
Cases (b) and (b’) are similar; we omit the details except to note that 
“generically,” for j = k, we take TC zz zf, the two halves of the oscillator 
representation. 
SU(p, q). Let G be given by the form 
Let 
t,= (a,, a2, . . . . a,; b,. b, ,..., by) = 
ia , 
iaz 
ia, I ib, ibz ib, trace( ) =O 
- 
Then d(p*)= {J-l(e,-e,)li<p<j}. Choose d+(f)=(J-I(ei-ej)I 
I <i<j<p orp+ 1 <i< j<p+q}. Identify t* with t via e;++(O ,..., l,..., 0) 
(1 in ith place). 
A holomorphic representation of U(p, q) has highest weights 
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. ..a.>b,>b,> “‘b, 
-(a,, a2 ,..., a,; b,, b, ,..., by) (4.7) 
a,-a,, b,-b,, a,-b,eZ. 
All unitary holomorphic representations arise from the reductive dual 
pair U(m) x U(p, q) G Sp(2m(p + q), R), PM = 1, 2, 3,... [7]. When restricted 
to SU(p, q) these representations yield all irreducible unitary holomorphic 
representations of SU(p, q). Henceforth we discuss U(p, q). Given m, the 
resulting representations of U(p, q) have highest weights of the form 
mm m 
X,) x2 ),,.) xi, - ).,.) --; - - )...) - -) 
2 2 2 
; b, ,..., b, , 
i<p,j<q,i+j=m. (4.8) 
Let s = (q - p)/2, and choose 
I. = -(a, ,..., ak, 0 ,..., 0; 0 ,..., 0, b, ,..., b,), 
k<p,t<q,a,>a,> . ..a.>O>b, >b,> .‘.b,, ai, b,E+Z. (4.9) 
Then (with m = k + I), I,(k) z U( 1)” @ U(p - k, q - /). Let rcO be trivial, 
then (1,~~) satisfies condition (3). For 1 generic 
(4.10) 
~(1, 71”) has highest weight 
a,+s+~,a2+r+2,...,ax+s+ 
m 
- -;,b,+s- 
2 
,..., ,..., b,-, +.,-;. b,+s-; 
Supposea,+s+i-:>m/2>a,+,+s+(i+l)-$,and -m/2>b,+s- 
(e - t), and (k - i) + e 6 q. Then by 4.2, A(& q,) has highest weight 
a, +s+i ,..., ai+s+i-f,F ,..., T;-y ,..., -7, 
1 1 
ai+,+s+(i+l)---m,a,+s+k-T-m, 
. (4.12) 
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Similarly if uk + s + k - $3 m/2, bj + s - (/ - i + 4) > -m/2 >, hi + I + s - 
(t-i- 1 +$), k+idp. 
As A varies in (4.9) we obtain all unitary holomorphic representations of 
the form (4.8) except the following. 
Let m=k=l, P=O: 
4.13. DEFINITION. The unipotent representation TC, (see following 
Lemma 1.7) has highest weight 
or 
J-l(S++, 4 )..., ;, -4 ,..., -$, (s=(q-p)/230) 
JT(f ,...) $; -4 )..., -$,s-‘) 2 (SGO). 
Note that this is defined only if s E Z, i.e., q + p is even. 
Now n , zz R&(2, no) 
&=J-i(l,O 
where, however, q, # q(1.). That is, letting 
,..., 0; 0 ,..., 0), II=O, then q,Gq(i)=8 and 71, zR&(& 7~~). 
However, 71, ti A(1, Q) for any 1. More generally, if 
i.,=J-l(a,,a, ,..., uk, 0 ,..., 0;O ,..., 0, h ,,..., h,) (4.14) 
let q. = q(n,). Let 1. = J- l(a,, a, ,..., uk , , 0 ,..., 0; 0 ,..., 0, h, ,..., h,). Then 
I$,(“, 7co) is irreducible and unitary. However, if nz > 1, 
R”,&/Z, Q) = A(& n, 1, (4.15) 
and (%, rcl) satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 1.9. Letting m vary over 
m = 1, 2, 3,... we conclude Theorem 1.9 for G z SU(p, q). 
SO*(2n). This is the easiest case. With notation as in [lg], let I ia, . . .. la,, 1 to = (a, )...) a,) = i I , . ..I iu, \ la,, I 
Then d(p+)= {fl(,,+e,)}. Choose d+(f)= {fi(e,--e,)Ii<jl. 
Identify t* with t as usual. The highest weights of unitary holomorphic 
representations of SO*(2n) are [S]: 
&l(~~,a~,...,ak,k,k ,..., k), a,>a,a “‘a,>k. (4.16) 
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Let 
2 = -(a,, a2 - l,..., ak -(k - l), 0 ,..., 0). (4.17) 
Then with rcO trivial, A(A, rcO) has highest weight as in (4.16); (n, q,) 
satisfies condition (3), completing the proof of Theorem 1.9. 
5 
We discuss some special representations of s3;(2n, R) and U(p, q), in 
particular the unipotent representations. 
Recall that a unipotent representation rr,+ (i<n) for $(2n, R) or 71, for 
SU(p, q) is associated to a nilpotent orbit through yi. This orbit arises as 
follows. 
Consider G z $(2n, R). In the notation of Section 4 let i = -(a,, 
a2 ,..., ak, 0 ,..., 0), a, >a2> ... a,>O. For t ~xlet 0: = G. (-(a,, 
a2,.-, ak _ 1, t, 0 ,..., 0)). Then lim, +0 0: = G * Yk (the overbar indicates 
closure). This fact is reflected in the representation theory as follows. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let G z ST(2n, R), notation as in Section 4. Let 
- ~ J- l(k, k l,..., 1, ,..., 0), 0 kEZ, <kdn/2 1 
’ 
= 
fi(k- 1, k-2 ,..., +, 0 ,..., 0), kEtZ\Z, $<k<n/2. 
Let q,, = q(l,), and let 
fl(k- 1, k-2 ,..., 1, 0 ,..., 0), 
&i(k-l,k-2 ,..., +,O ,..., O)=A,, ;:;Z,Z. 
Then with x0 trivial, 
71; 0 ?L2; Fz &&A .noL 
k = 1, 2,..., [n/2] 
R”q,(A, n:@n;) k=+, 3 ,..., [(n+ 1)/21-t. (5.2) 
This is proved below. Thus the family {A(& n)l l,(n)zu(k) x 
WV(n -k), RI) h as ~2~ @ zz; as a (“degenerate”) limit. The elliptic orbits 
04 in fact form a double cover of G. yk, which corresponds to R&(A,7c) 
having two summands. 
Furthermore, in the reductive dual pair O(2) x S>(2n, R), the represen- 
tations of (4.4)(a) all correspond to irreducible two-dimensional represen- 
tations of O(2), except 7~: and 7c;, which correspond to the trivial and sgn 
representations, respectively. A similar phenomenon holds for 
O(m)x S:(2n, R), m> 1; this is discussed in more detail in [I]. 
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ProoJ Case 1: k = 1. We claim 7~: 0 rr; z &(A, no), Iz,, = 
J-lu, 0,-v Oh MAJ z u(l)+ 6p(2(n - l), R), 1=0. In the notation of 
Theorem 2.17 we are taking i = n = r + 1, that is, rc: has infinitesimal 
character fi(a - 1, n - 2,..., 0) singular on the long simple root of C,. 
The inductive proof of Theorem 2.17 holds for i < n. The same proof holds 
for i = n with one change: in the application of Lemma 2.4, IX; 1 t and tl,, do 
not have the same length. Hence use [12, Theorem 3.10~1 in place of (b) to 
conclude that R”(A,, z,) has one or two irreducible components. An 
explicit calculation with Verma modules shows there are in fact two sum- 
mands, with highest weights those of 7~;. This completes case 1. 
Case 2. k E Z, k > 1. By induction by stages and case 1, &(A, n,) z 
R&J& rc: Ore;), and the proof of Theorem 2.17 shows R&,(1,, rc:)z n&. 
Case 3: k E tZ\Z, k > 5, As in case 2, the proof of Theorem 2.17 shows 
R;;l,(;l, rrf ) z rc&, here q, = q(1). This proves the proposition. 
As a corollary of the proof, which holds also for rc,+, , , we obtain 
(cf. l.lOc): 
5.3. COROLLARY. For 3 < i < n + 1, i E Z, 
7-c: z A(A, 7c) for some 1, x = 
7~: or n;, i even 
n: or 7r-, i odd 
(a representation of I,), (A, 71) satisfying (A + p(L) - XII, tx) 2 0, Va E d(u). 
Thus n, = trivial, and ~1’ and 7~2’ are the only holomorphic represen- 
tations not obtained via derived functors; rc: @ rc~ may be so obtained, 
and n: @ rr ; z oscillator representation. 
Next consider G z U(p, q). In the notation of Section 4, let 
2, = fi( 1, 0 ,..., 0; 0 ,...) 0) 
2; = J- l(0 )...) 0; 0 ,..., 0, - 1). 
Let &‘,=G~(tl,), L!l:=G.(t&); then lim,,, or=lim,,, C”:=G.y,. Let 
A = 0. Then, letting q0 = q(&), qb = q(&), rcO be trivial: 
5.4. PROPOSITION. TT, z R”,(A, no) z Rsqb(l, no), 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 2.7 shows that R;S,(l, no) and R”q:,(A, x0) 
are irreducible. By 4.2 they have the same highest weight as rcr (cf. 4.13). 
Hence any unitary irreducible holomorphic representation of G may be 
obtained as R&I, rc), some q, A, n z rcO or rc,, (2, rc) satisfying 
(A.+p(l)-X,,C1)20, V’crEd(U). 
By analogy with $(2n, R) it is perhaps useful to consider further 
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representations of U(p, q) as unipotent: those corresponding to the trivial 
representation of U(n) in the reductive dual pair U(n) x U(p, q). 
n < min(p, q). These are representations with highest weights 
(5.5) 
($60). 
These are associated to the nilpotent orbits (suppose p 6 q) 
Yn = 
P 
e- 
i n 
1 
. . 
i 
0 
0 
-i 
\ 
. . 
-i 
0 
a 
P 
i n 
\ 
. . 
i 
0 
0 
-i 
\ . . 
-i‘ 
0 
Similarly for G z SO*(2n) the representations with highest weights 
J’=(k, k..., k), kEZ, 16k6 [n/2] (5.6) 
may be considered unipotent. 
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